
Track your practice driving with TrypScore

Track your practice hours Log weekly to not lose any data

Welcome to TrypScore! We’re excited to have you on board to earn rewards, enter contests, 

participate in challenges, and more - all while you learn to drive! TrypScore records each drive you 

take and can help you identify which areas of your driving you can work on improving!

TrypScore can be a helpful tool to record the time you put 
into practice driving! TrypScore records the distance you 
drove, the time of day, the start/end locations, and gives you 
a score out of 100 each time you drive! Check out your 
weekly scores to see which skills you can work on 
improving as you practise!

TrypScore displays your Tryps one week at a time, so be 
sure to log all your practice hours for the week before 
Sunday! Mark which Tryps you were practising by selecting 

that you were the Driver after each Tryp!

Simple steps

Check your routes Log your timeGo on a Tryp Get a high score



If you’re not driving, you can still have fun:

Contests

TrypScore has a variety of features to use when you’re not practising. You can mark 
any Tryps you took as a Passenger to enter for Eco rewards, try your hand at the 

Daily Trivia mini-game, or even check out our Weekly Mission. Each Mission has a 
short video with tips you might not have learnt yet related to your driving!

Check out our daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly contests!

Eco Contest

Ride as a passenger and earn 
contest entries for a chance to win 

a $25 gift card!

Drive Free for a Year Tryvia Master

Once you’ve got your license, you’ll 
want entries to Drive Free! 

TrypScore pays for the winner’s gas, 
insurance, and vehicle payments!

Get a perfect Tryvia score for 
the chance to win a $25 gift 

card!

Add your friends and family as Trypsters to compete for top scores!

Friends + Games


